Becoming a sponsor is one of the premiere ways you can show your enduring support for the Friends of NRA program while also helping forward the mission of The NRA Foundation and the programs it works to support.

**LEGACY**

$400

- **CHOOSE ONE:**
  - Heritage Rough Rider .22LR with NRA Logo*
  - Cordova Back Country Class Backpack Cooler with Friends of NRA Sponsor Logo

* Not Available in all 50 States

**HERITAGE**

$750

- **INCLUDES:**
  - ORCA 20 Quart Cooler with Friends of NRA Sponsor Logo

**FREEDOM**

$1,500

- **CHOOSE ONE:**
  - Kel-Tec CP33 with Friends of NRA Engraving*
  - Springfield Armory Hellcat Pro 9mm with NRA Logo*
  - Henry Side Gate .45-70 with NRA Seal (Only 62 Available)
  - Henry Big Boy SideGate 44M|44SP, NRA Seal on Buttstock (Only 142 Available)

* Not Available in all 50 States  Includes Ring of Freedom Benefits
The NRA Ring of Freedom is a premier donor recognition program for freedom-loving individuals, families or companies who make significant annual contributions to support our shared values. The NRA Ring of Freedom includes recognition at the NRA Annual Meetings & Exhibits and special invitations to exclusive events.

LEARN MORE: FRIENDSOFNRA.ORG